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ABSTRACT

Contrary to prevailing discourse, migration governance in Southeast
Asia is rich and varied, offering a range of regional, bilateral, and
subnational regimes. Many commentators characterize Southeast Asia as
lacking adequate migrationgovernance, and media reports highlight human
rights abuses against migrants in the region. These depictions offer only
partialtruths, overlooking the complexity of law and practice in the region.
Though few Southeast Asian nations are signatories to the United Nations
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, many have ratified other
multilateral international treaties relating to migration. Looking deeper
under the canopy, this Article explores the full panoply of migration regimes,
noting not only gaps in governanceframeworks, but also creativeapproaches,
some of which may provide models for other regions. While many migrants
in the region suffer serious harms, others benefit from innovative and
generous migration policies. These regional, bilateral and subnational
approaches are often more deeply grounded in local value systems than
international treaties. As a result, local populations may accord greater
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legitimacy to these under-the-canopyapproaches,which may in the long run
be more effective in improving the situation of migrants in Southeast Asia.
The viewfrom above the canopy is blocked by a sea of green leaves; one must
take the time to peer under the canopy in order to gain an accurate
understandingof migrationgovernance in Southeast Asia.
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INTRODUCTION

Migration governance in Southeast Asia resembles a rainforest.1 From
above the canopy, very little activity can be seen; a dense umbrella of leaves
greets the eye. Similarly, the conventional wisdom on international migration
law in Southeast Asia assumes that because few states are signatories to the
United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (Refugee
Convention),2 law has little role to play in governing migration in the region.3

I This Article defines Southeast Asia as including the ten members of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN): Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR,
Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. See ASEAN Member
States, ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHEAST ASIAN NATIONS (last visited Oct. 8, 2016),
http://asean.org/asean/asean-member-states/.
2 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, Apr. 22, 1951, 189 U.N.T.S. 137. Of the
ten states listed in note 1, only Cambodia and the Philippines are parties to the Refugee
Convention. See States Partiesto the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees and
the 1967 Protocol, UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES (last visited Oct. 8,
2016), http://www.unhcr.org/protect/PROTECTION/3b73b0d63.pdf.
3 See, e.g., Mary Crock, Shadow Plays, Shifting Sands and InternationalRefugee Law:
Convergences in the Asia-Pacific,63 INT'L AND COMP. L. Q. 247,253,266, 280 (2014); Silvia
di Gaetano, How to Solve Southeast Asia 's Refugee Crisis, THE DIPLOMAT (Sep. 28, 2015),
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A closer look beneath the canopy, however, reveals a complex and diverse
ecosystem of migration law in Southeast Asia. 4 There are many legal regimes
available to address the treatment of migrants beyond the Refugee
Convention, including several multilateral international legal instruments.
Moreover, the range of regional, bilateral, and subnational approaches
available in Southeast Asia may be more consonant with local norms and
value systems and therefore may be accorded greater legitimacy, 5 offering
6
greater potential for improving the situation of migrants within the region.
In Part I, the Article provides an overview of migration flows in Southeast
Asia, exploring reasons for migration and typical migration routes, revealing
the diverse range of migrants within the region. Part II catalogues relevant
migration law on the international, regional, bilateral, and subnational levels.
The Article emphasizes the role of regional and national civil society actors in
leveraging all of these types of law, whether or not they are binding on the
relevant state, to protect the interests of migrants. 7 It also explores the role of
state-based regional organizations.
As in other regions of the world, migrants in Southeast Asia suffer serious
human rights abuses, ranging from physical violence to exploitation. Yet
these problems do not signal an absence of legal frameworks governing
migration. To the contrary, this Article concludes that Southeast Asia presents
a rich source of innovation and models for regional migration governance
efforts. Looking beyond the dearth of signatories to the Refugee Convention,
a variety of legal instruments can be leveraged to support strategies grounded
in local norms and value systems to protect vulnerable migrants in the region.

http://thediplomat.com/2015/09/how-to-solve-southeast-asias-refugee-crisis/; Pei Palmgren,
Adrift in ASEAN: Tackling Southeast Asia's Migration Challenge, THE DIPLOMAT (Sep. 2,
2015),
http://thediplomat.com/2015/09/adrift-in-asean-tackling-southeast-asias-migrationchallenge/.
I See Stefan Rother & Nicola Piper, Alternative Regionalism from Below: Democratizing
ASEAN's Migration Governance, 53 INT'L MIGRATION 36,37 (2014).

5 See Jaya Ramji-Nogales, Designing Bespoke TransitionalJustice: A PluralistProcess
Approach, 32 MICH. J. OF INT'L L. 1 (2010).

6 For a thoughtful argument as to how regional human rights law might be used to improve
the situation ofmigrants in Southeast Asia, see Pranoto Iskandar, Non-Citizen Rights in ASEAN:
The Need to Chart a New
Course (Aug. 21,
2016),
available at
http://papers.ssm.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstractid=2829254.
7 See Savitri Taylor, Civil Society and the Fightfor Refugee Rights in the Asia Pacific
Region, in PROTECTION OF REFUGEES AND DISPLACED PERSONS IN THE ASIA PACIFIC REGION, 35,

35 (Angus Francis & Rowena Maguire, eds., 2013); Herman Joseph S. Kraft, Human Rights in
Southeast Asia: The Search for Regional Norms 14 (East-West Ctr., Working Paper No. 4,

2005).
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under the canopy to understand migration
In short, it is imperative to look
8
governance in Southeast Asia.
I. MIGRATION FLOWS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the diversity of the region, 9 migration
flows in Southeast Asia are extremely varied. Beyond the forced migrants
who tend to capture the focus of the media and the international community,
the largest flows of migrants involve low-wage temporary workers, with
sizeable flows of irregular migrants as well. In particular, Southeast Asia's
geography has lent itself to a long tradition of maritime migration.
a. Originationand Destination
The nations of Southeast Asia can be categorized into three groups with
respect to migrant flows: (1) primarily migrant-sending; (2) primarily
10
migrant-receiving; and (3) a combination of migrant-sending and receiving.
These groupings map closely onto relative per capita gross domestic product
in the region. Migration is on the rise in Southeast Asia, which hosts over
four percent of the world's immigrants and sends out over eight percent of the
world's emigrants. "
The poorest countries in the region, including Cambodia, Laos, and
Myanmar, all with per capita GDPs under $7500, as well as Indonesia, the
Philippines, and Vietnam, are all primarily migrant-sending states. 12 The
8 See Yvonne Tew, Beyond "Asian Values ": Rethinking Rights 3 (Ctr. Governance & Hum.

Rts., Paper No. 5, 2012).
9 Diane A. Desierto, PostcolonialInternationalLaw Discourses on Regional Developments

in South and Southeast Asia, 36 INT'L J.L. INFO. 387, 389-90 (2009); Graeme J. Hugo, Janet
Wall, and Margaret Young, MIGRATION POL'Y INST., THE SOUTHEAST ASIA-AUSTRALIA
REGIONAL MIGRATION SYSTEM: SOME INSIGHTS INTO THE "NEw EMIGRATION" 5 (2015).
10 Kathleen Newland, MIGRATION POL'Y INST., IRREGULAR MARITIME MIGRATION IN THE

BAY OF BENGAL: THE CHALLENGES OF PROTECTION, MANAGEMENT AND COOPERATION 3 (2015).
11 Graeme J. Hugo, Janet Wall, and Margaret Young, supra note 9, at 5.
12 Cambodia's net migration rate from 2005 to 2010 was -4.3; Indonesia -1.0; Laos: -3.9;

Myanmar:. -5.8; Philippines: -4.1; Vietnam: -2.0. U.N. Dep't Econ. & Soc. Affairs, Population
Div., World Population Prospects: The 2015 Revision, Volume II: Demographic Profiles,
ST/ESA/SER.A/380
(2015),
available
at
https:/esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/Publications/Files/WPP2015_Volume-Il-DemographicProfiles.pdf [hereinafter UNDESA DemographicProfiles]. Cambodia's GDP per capita in

2015 was $3483; Laos: $5676; Indonesia: $11,035; Philippines: $7359; Vietnam: $6023. World
Bank, GDP per capita, PPP (current international $), THE WORLD BANK,
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.PCAP.PP.CD
[https://perma.cc/CSBN-NSTT]
[hereinafter World Bank GDP]. Myanmar's GDP per capita in 2014 was $1204. Myanmar,
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wealthiest Southeast Asian nations, Brunei and Singapore, are primarily
migrant-receiving city-states. These states are defined by migration; nearly
one half of Brunei's population and about one third of Singapore's population
are foreign-born. 13 Both countries have a per capita GDP around ten times
higher than the poorest nations in the region. 14 In the middle sit two nations
that both send and receive large numbers of migrants. 15 Malaysia receives
migrants from Bangladesh, Indonesia, and Myanmar, and sends migrants to
Australia, Bangladesh, Brunei, and Singapore. 16 Thailand receives migrants
from Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar and sends migrants to Australia,
Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States of America. 17
Migrants in Southeast Asia move for a variety of reasons. The Bay of
Bengal from Bangladesh down to Indonesia contains complex maritime
migration flows, including voluntary labor migrants, refugees, stateless
migrants, trafficked migrants, and migrants fleeing poverty. 18 Nearly all of
these migrants use smugglers to facilitate their travels. 19 In Brunei and
Singapore, the vast majority of migrants hold lawful status, as borders are
strictly controlled.20 In contrast, in Malaysia and Thailand, large numbers of

THiE WORLD BANK, http://data.worldbank.org/country/myanmar [https://perma.cc/QT6J8U6E].
13 Newland, supra note 10, at 4.
14 Brunei's net migration rate from 2005 to 2010 was 1.3; Singapore's was 18.8. UNDESA
Demographic Profiles, supra note 12. Brunei's GDP per capita in 2015 was $70,817;
Singapore's was $85,209. World Bank GDP, supra note 12.
15 Malaysia's net migration rate from 2005 to 2010 was 4.8; Thailand's was -2.6. UNDESA
DemographicProfiles,supra note 12. In 2015, immigrants comprised 8.5 percent, 3 percent of
Malaysia's population, and 5.7 percent of all Malaysian citizens lived outside of Malaysia.
Malaysia,
INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATION
FOR
MIGRATION,
https://www.iom.int/countries/malaysia [https://perma.cc/TU2Y-XV2B]. In 2015, immigrants
comprised 5.8 percent of Thailand's population and 1.25 percent of all Thai citizens lived
outside

of

Thailand.

Thailand, INTERNATIONAL

ORGANIZATION

FOR

MIGRATION,

https://www.iom.int/countries/thailand [https://perma.cc/788M-XK99]. Malaysia's GDP per
capita in 2015 was $26,891; Thailand's was $16,306. World Bank GDP, supra note 12.
16 Newland, supranote 10, at 4; United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
Population Division, InternationalMigrantStock 2015: By destination and origin, Table 16,
available
at
http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/migration/data/estimates2/estimatesl 5.sht
ml [hereinafter InternationalMigrantStock 2015].
17 Newland, supra note 10, at 4; InternationalMigrant Stock 2015, supra note 16.
18 Newland, supra note 10, at4.
19 Id.

20

Id.
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migrants are undocumented.2 1
This Article groups Southeast Asian migrants into two categories focused
on the reasons for migration: forced migrants and labor migrants. The
category of forced migrants includes those who leave because they fear torture
or other mistreatment in their home country or because widespread violence
in their home country has made it impossible for them to stay. The category
of labor migrants focuses on other reasons for migration, namely seeking
employment in another country.
Both categories of migrants may move voluntarily, through authorized
channels or irregular pathways. 22 Irregular migrants, in particular, may rely
on smugglers to reach their destination. 2 3 Both forced and labor migrants may
also be subject
to trafficking or coerced movement for the purpose of
24
exploitation.
25
The exercise of categorizing migrants is fraught with inaccuracies.
Migrants have multiple reasons to move and pass back and forth between
categories-indeed, they can fall into more than one category at once. These
categories should be treated with caution and should not be interpreted rigidly.
This Article relies on categories to better illustrate the diverse and complex
reasons for moving, but argues that all of the different types of migration and
migratory paths
should be conceptualized and addressed as part of the same
26
phenomenon.
b. ForcedMigrants
With that caveat in mind, the largest group of forced migrants in the
region comes from Myanmar. 27 They are mainly hosted in Indonesia,

21

22

Id.
Note that forced migration does not equate to involuntary migration. Migration is always

a choice. Though it may be the best of two bad options, there are still many people who choose
to remain in the face of serious harms rather than to migrate.
23 Anne T. Gallagher provides a clear definition of migrant smuggling: "the unauthorized
movement of individuals across national borders for the financial or other benefit of the
smuggler. More simply, it can be understood as facilitating the breach of migration laws for
profit." ANNE T. GALLAGHER & FIONA DAvID, THE INTERNATIONAL LAW OF MIGRANT
SMUGGLING 1 (Cambridge Univ. Press 2014).
24 For a comprehensive exploration of the international legal definition of trafficking, see
ANNE T. GALLAGHER, THE INTERNATIONAL LAW OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING 12-53 (2010).
25 See Jaya Ramji-Nogales, Undocumented Migrants and the Failures of Universal
Individualism,47 VAND. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 699 (2014).
26

See Jaya Ramji-Nogales, MigrationEmergencies, 68

27

For a more comprehensive history of the treatment of Rohingya migrants in Southeast

HASTINGS

L. J. (forthcoming 2016).
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Malaysia, and Thailand, the first two of which are also transit countries for
migrants en route to Australia. These forced migrants are largely stateless
Muslim Rohingya fleeing severe discrimination and
sectarian violence; most
28
meet the international legal definition of a refugee.
Perhaps the best-known group of forced migrants in recent history was
the Rohingya trapped in the Andaman Sea during the summer of 2015.29 This
tragic situation demonstrated the perilous intersection of forced migration and
human smuggling and trafficking networks. Between 2012 and 2014, the
numbers of maritime migrants in the Bay of Bengal en route from Myanmar
and Bangladesh to Southeast Asia tripled.30 Most of these migrants were
hoping to reach Malaysia. 31 This was a mixed flow, largely composed of
Rohingya fleeing persecution in Myanmar but also including a smaller
number of migrants escaping poverty in Bangladesh.3 2 These migrants faced
severe abuse and extortion at the hands of the smugglers and traffickers who
they paid to facilitate their journey. 33 The UN High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) estimates that over 1000 migrants died at sea in the Bay
of Bengal and the Andaman Sea between January 2014 and May 2015. 34
In early May 2015, after discovering mass graves at migrant smugglers'
camps, the Thai authorities announced a crackdown on trafficking. 35 Some

Asia, see Penelope Mathew & Tristan Harley, Refugee Protectionand Regional Cooperation
in SoutheastAsia: A FieldworkReport (Mar. 2014).
28 See, e.g., Amnesty International, Deadly Journeys: The Refugee and Trafficking Crisis in
Southeast Asia 12-14 (Oct. 2015).
29 For a detailed discussion of this incident, see Marie McAuliffe, Resolving Policy
Conundrums: Enhancing Humanitarian Protection in Southeast Asia 16-23, MIGRATION
POLICY INSTITUTE (Sept. 2016).
30 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, International Organization for
Migration, & United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea:
Proposals for Action 1 (May 2015), available at http://www.unhcr.org/55682d3b6.htm
[hereinafter UNHCR, Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea].
31 See, e.g., supra, at 15; Newland, supra note 10, at 6.
32 Newland, supra note 10, at 6.
33 See, e.g., supra, at 17-26.
34 UNHCR, Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea, supra note 30, at 1.
35 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, South-East Asia Mixed Maritime
Movements April-June 2015, at 3-5, available at http://www.unhcr.org/53flc5fc9.html
[hereinafter UNHCR, South-East Asia Mixed Maritime Movements]. Australian Broadcasting
Corporation, Hundreds of Bangladeshi,Rohingya refugees arrive in Malaysia and Indonesia
after Thai crackdown (May 12, 2015), available at http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-0512/refugees-arrive-in-malaysia-and-indonesia-after-thai-crackdown/6461980
[hereinafter
ABC, Refugees arrive in Malaysia andIndonesia].
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smugglers responded by abandoning several ships, leaving thousands of
migrants stranded at sea. 36 Others redirected their boats to Indonesia and

Malaysia, both of which experienced a sudden increase in the number of
migrants arriving at their shores. 37 In response, the Indonesian and Malaysian

governments announced that they would turn back any boats arriving in their
waters. 38 By late May 2015, the International Organization for Migration
estimated that 8000 migrants, largely Rohingya, had been stranded at sea for
weeks.3 9 After a strong international outcry,4 ° Indonesia and Malaysia

allowed temporary landing of 7000 migrants under the condition that asylum
seekers be resettled and migrants repatriated by May 2016.41 As of that date,

more than 5000 migrants were disembarked in Bangladesh, Indonesia,
Malaysia, Myanmar and Thailand.42 About half of these migrants were
Bangladeshis who were subsequently returned to Bangladesh.4 3 Nearly 400

Rohingya were jailed in Malaysian detention centers, and many other
Rohingya are still detained in Indonesia and Thailand.44

36

UNHCR, South-East Asia Mixed Maritime Movements, supra note 35, at 3-5; ABC,

Refugees arrive in Malaysia and Indonesia,supra note 35.
37
UNHCR, South-East Asia Mixed Maritime Movements, supra note 35, at 3-5; ABC,
Refugees arrive in Malaysia and Indonesia,supra note 35.
38 Australian Broadcasting Corporation, Malaysia to follow Indonesia in turning back
migrant boats; thousands may face starvation at sea (May 13, 2015), available at
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-05-13/malaysia-to-tum-back-migrant-boats/6466726.
39 International Organization for Migration, IOM Appeals for USD 26 million for Migrants
in SE Asian Boat Crisis (May 26,2015), available at http://www.iom.int/news/iom-appealsusd-26-million-migrants-se-asian-boat-crisis.
40 UNHCR, Joint Statement by UNHCR, OHCHR, IOM and SRSG for Migration and
Development: Search and rescue at sea, disembarkation,and protectionof the human rightsof
refugees and migrants now imperative to save lives in the Bay of Bengal and Andaman Sea
(May 19, 2015), available at http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/news/press/2015/5/555aee739/jointstatement-unhcr-ohchr-iom-srsg-migration-development-search-rescue.html.
41 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Thailand, Summary: Special Meeting on
IrregularMigrationin the Indian Ocean, 29 May 2015, Bangkok, Thailand, at para. 7, available
at
http://www.mfa.go.th/main/en/media-center/14/56880-Summary-Special-Meeting-onIrregular-Migration-in.html.
42 Sriprapha Petcharamesree, et al., The Andaman Sea refugee crisis a year on: is the region
now better prepared?, THE CONVERSATION
(May 26,
2016), available at
https://theconversation.com/the-andaman-sea-refugee-crisis-a-year-on-is-the-region-nowbetter-prepared-59687.
41

See id.

44 See id.; Amnesty International, Malaysia: One year on, no justicefor the "boat crisis"
survivors
(May
28,
2016),
available
at
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2016/05/malaysia-one-year-on-no-justice-for-the-
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Beyond this flow, refugees in Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand host
substantial numbers of refugees. Indonesia hosts by far the smallest number
of refugees and asylum seekers: under 15,000 at the last count. 45 Though
Indonesia is not a signatory to the Refugee Convention, domestic law ensures
access to refugee-status determination by the UNHCR and authorizes
temporary stay during this process. 46 However, Indonesian law also allows
the government to detain asylum seekers and refugees during the statusdetermination process, which can take several years. 47 Detention centers are
overcrowded and unsanitary, and detainees, including children, are deprived
of food and other basic necessities and subject to violence and abuse. 4 8 Legal
advice is not available to detained asylum seekers. 49 Though refugees and
asylum seekers do not have the right to work in Indonesia, 50 refugee children
do have the right to primary and secondary education in Indonesian public
51
schools.
Thailand has hosted over one million forced migrants since 1975.52
Though Thailand is not a party to the Refugee Convention, the UNHCR
conducts refugee-status determination for all asylum seekers in Thailand
except those from Myanmar, who are processed by the Thai government on a
group basis.5 3 Refugees in Thailand receive assistance from a consortium of
domestic and international rnon-governmental organizations. 54 Over 100,000
refugees from Myanmar are currently hosted in camps on the Thai-Myanmar

boat-crisis-survivors/.
45
UNHCR,
Indonesia
Factsheet
2
(Feb.
2016),
available
at
http://www.unhcr.org/50001bda9.pdf.
46 Id.; Mathew & Harley, supra note 27, at 16, 18. For a thorough description of Indonesia's
refugee protection system, see Bhatara Ibnu Reza, Challenges and Opportunitiesin Respecting
InternationalRefugee Law in Indonesia, in PROTECTION OF REFUGEES AND DISPLACED PERSONS

INTHE ASIA PACIFIC REGION 117 (Angus Francis & Rowena Maguire, eds., 2013).
47 Alice Farmer, Squalid Detention Centresare no PlaceforChildren, BANGKOK POST (Nov.
20, 2014), available at http://www.bangkokpost.com/archive/squalid-detention-centres-areno-place-for-children/444348; Mathew & Harley, supra note 27, at 16, 18.
48 Alice Farmer, supra note 47.
49

Id.

50

ASIA PACIFIC REFUGEE RIGHTS NETWORK, INDONESIA COUNTRY BRIEFING 2 (2015),

http://www.aprm.info/l/pdf/CombinedAUS_Final.pdf
[https://perma.cc/8NR9-MP4L];
Mathew & Harley, supra note 27, at 18-19.
SI
UNHCR, Indonesia Factsheet,supra note 45, at 2.
52 Mathew & Harley, supra note 27, at 7.
53 Id. at 7. The domestic process has been stalled, and as a result, many refugees from
Myanmar are unregistered.
14 Id. at 7.
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border. 55 In urban areas, the UNHCR provides asylum-seeker and refugee
56
certificates pursuant to an informal agreement with the Thai government.
This documentation, however, offers little protection-refugees are still
vulnerable to arrest, indefinite detention, and deportation, including back to
countries in which they fear persecution. 57 Civil society organizations have
58
proposed a domestic refugee bill to ameliorate the situation of refugees.
Moreover, consonant with Buddhist teachings, public attitudes towards
59
refugees are "generally tolerant."
Malaysia currently hosts over 150,000 forced migrants, over 90 percent
of whom are from Myanmar and largely Rohingya. 60 Though it is not a party
to the Refugee Convention, Malaysia allows the UNHCR to perform refugeestatus determination, though this recognition does not provide any legal status
in the eyes of the Malaysian government. 6 1 UNHCR documentation does
offer some protection against detention and support for freedom of
movement. 62 Refugees may still be detained for verification of this status and
are unable to obtain work authorization. 63 Refugee children do not have
access to public education and face healthcare fees much higher than those
offered to Malaysian citizens and permanent residents. 64 Detention centers
55 UNHCR Thailand,UNHCR, https://www.unhcr.or.th/en/about/thailand (last visited Nov.
12, 2016) [https://perma.cc/YXE2-Y32T].
56 Mathew & Harley, supra note 27, at 9-10.
57 ASIA PACIFIC REFUGEE RIGHTS NETWORK, THAILAND COUNTRY BRIEFING
8 (2015), http://www.aprm.info/l/pdf/Combined AUSFinal.pdf [https://perma.cc/8NR9MP4L].
11 Mathew & Harley, supra note 27, at 10.
59 Id. at 11.
60
Country
Report
on
Malaysia,
UNHCR
(2015),
http://reporting.unhcr.org/node/2532#_ga=l.117633290.249954815.1469646473 (last updated
Jan. 13 2016) [https://perma.cc/XB4R-QYYT]. For a terrific history of Malaysia's migration
regime, including its refugee protection system, see Amarjit Kaur, Migration and the Refugee

Regime in Malaysia:Implicationsfor a Regional Solution, in PROTECTION OF REFUGEES

AND DISPLACES PERSONS IN THE ASIA PACIFIC REGION 95 (Angus Francis &
Rowena Maguire eds., 2013).
61 Mathew & Harley, supra note 27, at 13.
62 Id. at 13; July 2016 Country Update Newsletter: Malaysia: Asylum Access Malaysia,
ASIA PACIFIC REFUGEE RTS. NETWORK (July 21, 2016), http://aprrn.info/july-2016issue/ [https://perma.cc/7K9N-5JG9].
63 ASIA PACIFIC REFUGEE RIGHTS NETWORK, MALAYSIA COUNTRY BRIEFING
4 (2015), http://www.aprm.info/1/pdf!CombinedAUSFinal.pdf [https://perma.cc/8NR9MP4L]; Mathew & Harley, supra note 27, at 13.
64 ASIA PACIFIC REFUGEE RIGHTS NETWORK, MALAYSIA COUNTRY BRIEFING supra note 63;
Mathew & Harley, supra note 27, at 14.
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are overcrowded and unsanitary, and detained migrants lack access to water,
food, and medical care. 65 In short, there are numerous protection efforts
underway in Southeast Asia, though the picture is not always pretty when it
comes to migrants' rights.
c. Labor Migration
Labor migration in Southeast Asia is characterized by substantial
movement both within the region and out of and into the region. Southeast
Asian workers migrate to both the global North and the global South. The
flow of migrants within the region has grown tremendously in recent years,
marking a 45 percent increase since 1990.66 Most labor migrants within
Southeast Asia are low and medium-skilled workers.
There are sizeable outflows of Southeast Asian labor migrants beyond the
region. Indonesia and the Philippines send workers primarily to the Arab Gulf
and China, while Thailand67and Vietnam send many workers to East Asia,
including Japan and Korea.
In terms of intra-ASEAN migration, three states receive 97 percent of
migrants: Malaysia, whose migrants come largely from Indonesia; Singapore,
most of whose migrants are Malaysian; and Thailand, whose migrants
predominantly originate from Myanmar. 68 The economies of these countries
depend heavily on migrant labor. In 2012, Singapore's temporary migrants
alone comprised nearly 40 percent of total employment, while Malaysia's
migrant workers made up nearly 15 percent of employment. 69 These figures
do not include the large populations of undocumented labor migrants in each
country, many of whom come from Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar. 70
Thailand, which has one of the lowest unemployment rates in the world,
hosted approximately two million migrant workers, legal and irregular, in
65

U.N. Human Rights Council, Report of the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, 81,

U.N. Doc. A/HRC/16/47/Add.2 (Aug. 2, 2011).
66

ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK AND INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION, ASEAN

COMMUNITY 2015: MANAGING INTEGRATION FOR BETTER JOBS AND SHARED PROSPERITY 83

(2014),
available at
http://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/42818/aseancommunity-2015-managing-integration.pdf.
67

Id. at 85.

68

Id. at 84.

69

Id. at 85.

70

Id.; Vijayakumari Kanapathy, Controlling Irregular Migration: The Malaysian

Experience 2 (ILO Asian Regional Programme on Governance of Labour Migration, Working
Paper No. 14, 2009) (estimating percentage of irregular migrant workers at 35-39 percent in
Malaysia).
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2010.71 The need for labor migrants will grow in the near future, as the
populations of these countries age. Between 2010 and 2025, Thailand will see
a decrease in the working-age population, with the proportion of elderly nearly
doubling to reach 16 percent. 72 Similarly, over the same time frame,
Singapore's proportion of elderly people will nearly double, reaching 17
73
percent.
These labor migrants offer a range of skill levels. Thus far, ASEAN's
Economic Community has promulgated policies related only to the movement
of high-skilled workers. 74 Mutual recognition arrangements, which enable
professionals to gain certification in other countries, have been completed for
eight occupations, yet account for approximately 1 percent of employment in
Southeast Asia.75 There are also circular skilled labor migration flows
between Australia and ASEAN.7 6 Many skilled labor migrants return to their
countries of origin in their 30s and 40s. 7 7 These skilled migrants often
participate in temporary and repeat cycles of movement. These flows enable
diaspora to contribute meaningfully
to the economies of their countries of
78
origin without permanent return.
The majority of documented migrants come as temporary migrant
workers, seeking employment at the lower end of medium-skilled work as
plant and machine operators and assemblers and skilled agricultural, forestry,
and fishery workers. 79 They generally have received
minimal education and
80
work largely in the informal employment sector.
There are also sizeable flows of low-skilled migrants, largely irregular
movers, in Southeast Asia. These migrants tend to work either in "3-D" (dirty,
difficult, dangerous) industries such as fishing, construction, and farming, or

71 PRACHA VASUPRASAT, INT'L LAB. ORG., AGENDA FOR LABOUR MIGRATION POLICY IN
THAILAND: TOWARDS LONG-TERM COMPETITIVENESS x-xi (2010).
72 ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK AND INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION, supra note 66,
at 7; Vasuprasat, supra note 71, at 15.
73 ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK AND INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION, supra note 66,
at 7.
74

75

Id. at 89.
Id. at 89, 91. These occupations include engineering, nursing, architecture, and surveying,

medicine, dentistry, accountancy, and tourism.
76 Graeme J. Hugo, Janet Wall, and Margaret Young, supra note 9, at 5.
77

Id.

78

Id.

79

AsIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK AND INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION, supra note 66,

at 86.
80 Id.
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in domestic work. 8 1 Similar to approaches to low-skilled labor migration in
the global North, migrant-receiving states such as Thailand combine strict
immigration controls with weak labor protection laws to create an
environment that encourages both irregular migration and exploitation of
these migrant workers. 82 Some migrant-receiving countries in Southeast Asia,
such as Malaysia, offer pre-employment orientation programs and other forms
of assistance to ensure that migrant workers are aware of their rights and duties
as well as laws relevant to their legal status, health, and safety at work, while
other countries, such as Thailand, lack such programs. 83 In terms of regional
actors, ASEAN's Economic84Community fails to recognize and engage with
low-skilled labor migration.
The dearth of lawful migration options for low-skilled migrant workers
has created a flourishing smuggling and trafficking industry in Southeast
Asia. 85 There are very serious and well-documented concerns about trafficked
migrants in the region, as illustrated by the situation in the Bay of Bengal
during the summer of 2015.86 Most recently, the Thai fishing industry has
been heavily criticized for the treatment of trafficked men from Laos,
Myanmar, and Cambodia. 87 After deceptive recruitment by Thai vessel
owners, these migrant workers suffered work requirements of up to 18 to 20
hours per day, seven days a week, as well as drugging to work longer hours;
beatings and death for becoming ill, attempting to escape, or disobeying
orders; unconscionable or irregular wages including debt bondage; and severe
restrictions on movement ranging from passport confiscation to being forced
to remain onboard fishing ships for years at a time. 88 Other migrants from the
region are exploited through forced labor in domestic work, manufacturing,
mining, construction, and plantations. 89 Women and girls in the region, often
seeking employment abroad, have been subject to sex trafficking and domestic

81

CHAN SOPHAL, INT'L LAB. ORG., REVIEW OF LABOUR MIGRATION MANAGEMENT POLICIES

AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK INCAMBODIA 2 (May 2009).
82 VASUPRASAT, supra note 71, at 19-22; id. at x.
83 VASUPRASAT, supra note 71, at 22; Kanapathy, supra note 70, at 13.
4

ASIAN DEVELOPMENT BANK AND INTERNATIONAL LABOR ORGANIZATION, supra note 66,

at 93.
86

supra note 71, at 24.
See infra text accompanying notes 29-44.

87

INT'L LAB. ORG., EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES AND WORKING CONDITIONS IN THAILAND'S

85

VASUPRASAT,

FISFNG SECTOR 30 (2013).
88

U.S. DEP'T OF STATE, TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS REPORT JuNE 2016, 112, 119, 237, 365

(2016).
89 Id. at 203, 237, 398.
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servitude, sometimes through forced marriages within and beyond Southeast
Asia.

90

In short, migrant flows in Southeast Asia are large, diverse, and offer
some surprises.
II. MIGRATION LAW

These flows of migrants are governed by a complex web of international,
regional, and bilateral laws, agreements, and processes. Discussions of
migration governance in Asia are often framed around the theme of "Asian
human rights exceptionalism." 9 1 The conventional wisdom holds that the
principle of non-interference in internal affairs combined with the absence of
binding regional frameworks to address migration have left a desert in terms
of migration regimes in Southeast Asia. 92 Yet there exists diversity in levels
of commitment to international migration law across member states as well as
substantial dynamism below the surface, in regional, bilateral, and national
law. 93 This Article queries whether observers are looking in the wrong place,
using Southeast Asia's willingness to sign onto the Refugee Convention as a
binary litmus test rather than exploring the diverse array of treaties,
agreements, and processes that govern migration in the region.
a. InternationalLaw
Southeast Asian nations are often decried for their lack of interest in
international human rights treaties. 94
Looking more specifically at
international migration law, Southeast Asia is home to only two signatories to
the Refugee Convention and has no regional refugee convention. 95 As

90 Id. at 112, 119,203,237, 398.
91

92

See, e.g., Crock, supra note 3; Gaetano, supra note 3; Palmgren, supra note 3.
See Kraft, supra note 7, at 8.

9' See id. at 4.
94 See, e.g., OHCHR Human Rights Programmefor Asia-Pacific (2011-2012), OFFICE OF
THE
UNITED
NATIONS
HIGH
COMISSIONER
FOR
HUMAN
RIGHTS,
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Countries/AsiaRegion/Pages/AsiaPacificProgrammel 1-12.aspx
[perma.cc/W279-WLRK ]("A considerable number of international human rights instruments

have yet to be ratified by ASEAN Member States, and human rights treaty obligations as well
as the recommendations made by treaty bodies and special procedures are often not
implemented").
91 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, supra note 2. Of the ten states listed in
note 1, only Cambodia and the Philippines are parties to the Refugee Convention. See States
Partiesto the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status ofRefugees andthe 1967 Protocol,supra
note 2.
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described above, Indonesia, which hosts 13,000 refugees; Malaysia, which
hosts 150,000; and Thailand, which hosts 130,000, defer to the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees to process asylum claims, but also detain
asylum seekers and at times, refugees. In contrast, the Philippines, which has
been a party to the Refugee Convention since 1981, provides a domestic
asylum process and legal protections such as the rights to education,
employment, and travel, including the creation of machine readable "refugee
96
passports."
Though most commentators look primarily to the Refugee Convention
when discussing international migration law, there are numerous other
international treaties that govern the movement of people. 97 Other human
rights treaties as well as treaties in the fields of transnational criminal law,
international labor law, and the law of the sea each govern aspects of migration
relevant to Southeast Asian migrant flows.
Perhaps the most obvious treaty bearing on migration is the United
Nations Convention Against Torture, which prohibits states parties from
returning migrants to a country where they are at risk of torture, offering
protection similar to the Refugee Convention.9 8 Six of the ten Southeast Asian
99
nations have ratified this treaty, and one more has signed but not ratified it.
The same six nations have ratified the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, which contains a prohibition on torture but lacks an express
prohibition on returning migrants to situations in which they are at risk of
torture. 1 00 At least one party, Thailand, accepts that it has binding obligations

96

July 2016 Country Update Newsletter: Philippines: Community and Family Services

International(CFSI) - Urban Refugee Project, ASIA PACIFIC REFUGEE RIGHTS NETWORK (July
21, 2016), http://aprm.info/july-2016-issue/ [perma.cc/3ZMJ-EFG3].
97 See Ramji-Nogales, supra note 26.
98 The prohibition on refoulement under CAT is both broader (in that it does not require a
reason for torture) and narrower (in that it requires state action and covers torture but not other
forms of persecution) than the prohibition on refoulement under the Refugee Convention.
Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment
art. 3(1), Dec. 10, 1984, 1465 U.N.T.S. 85 ("No State Party shall expel, return ("refouler") or
extradite a person to another State where there are substantial grounds for believing that he
would be in danger of being subjected to torture").
99 See U.N. Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner, Status of Ratification
Interactive Dashboard http://indicators.ohchr.org/ [perma.cc/6MUZ-3WN9] (Cambodia,
Indonesia, Laos, the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam are all parties to the Convention
Against Torture; Brunei has signed but not ratified).
100 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights art. 7, Dec. 16, 1966, 999 U.N.T.S.
171 [hereinafter ICCPR] (Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam
are all parties to the ICCPR).
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under these1 treaties, as well as customary international law, to protect
10
refugees.
Finally, all Southeast Asian nations have ratified the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child. 10 2 That treaty provides the right to life
and protections against exploitation and torture of children under the
jurisdiction of states parties.' 0 3 The ramifications of these treaty requirements
for child migrants have yet to be fully fleshed out in soft law, though the UN
Committee on the Rights of the Child and the Committee on Migrant Workers
are currently drafting a joint general comment on migration and child
protection. 104
In terms of international labor law relating to migration, Southeast Asian
nations are not much more eager to engage in treaty ratification than they are
when it comes to refugee law. Two nations have signed the International
Labor Organization's Migration for Employment Convention. 10 5 The
Philippines, which sends large numbers of labor migrants abroad, 10 6 has
ratified all six ILO treaties relating to employment. 107 Southeast Asia has one

101 Mathew & Harley, supra note 27, at 6.
102 Convention on the Rights of the Child, Nov. 20, 1989, 1577 U.N.T.S. 3; Status of
RatificationInteractiveDashboard,supra note 99.
103 Convention on the Rights of the Child, supra note 102, at arts. 6, 36, 37.
104 U.N. Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Committee on the Rights of
the Child andMigrant Workers Committee to addressissue of children in context of migration
(June
12,
2015),
http://tbintemet.ohchr.org/_layouts/treatybodyextemal/Download.aspx?symbolno=NT/CMW
/STA/7722&Lang=en [https://perma.cc/UDJ4-RL8N].
105 1LO, Migrationfor Employment Convention (Revised), 1949 (No. 97) (Jan. 22, 1952),
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB: 12100:0::NO: :P 12100_INSTRUM
ENT ID:312242 [https://perma.cc/YF3H-PE3L].
Of the Southeast Asian nations, only
Malaysia and the Philippines have ratified this convention. See ILO, Ratifications of C097Migration for
Employment
Convention
(Revised),
1949
(No.
97),
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB: 11300:0::NO: 11300:P 11300_INST
RUMENTID:312242:NO [https://perma.cc/3KUL-N7HR]. For a brief description of this
treaty, see Global Migration Group, Labour migration: Legal framework,
http://www.globalmigrationgroup.org/content/labour-migration-legal-framework
[https://perma.cc/FQ8K-F9L4].
106 See, e.g., Dovelyn Rannveig Mendoza, Shortage Amid Surplus: Emigration and Human
Capital Development in the Philippines, MIGRATION POLICY INSTITUTE (Dec. 2015),
http://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/shortage-amid-surplus-emigration-and-humancapital-development-philippines [https://perma.cc/E4SW-CG6Y].
107
1LO,
Ratifications
for
Philippines,
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB: 11300:0::NO: 11300:P 11300_INST
RUMENTID:312242:NO [https://perma.cc/3MG9-GH3Y] (noting ratification of the 1930
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signatory and two parties to the United Nations Convention on the Protection
of Rights of Migrant Workers (Migrant Workers' Convention).1 8 As with
the ratification trend for the treaty more generally, these are all net laborsending countries. 109 The countries in the region that host the most
migrants-Brunei, Malaysia, Thailand, and Singapore-have not signed onto
this treaty, which therefore offers little protection to Southeast Asian migrants.
On the other hand, nine of ten Southeast Asian nations have ratified the 1930
1LO Forced Labour Convention, 110 and all have ratified the 1999 ILO Worst
Forms of Child Labour Convention. 1 1 ' These treaties prohibit the most
extreme types of mistreatment suffered by migrant workers.
The news is more encouraging when it comes to the law of the sea. All
of the Southeast Asian states are parties to the UN Convention on the Safety
of Life at Sea, 112 and nine of the ten are parties to the UN Convention on the

Forced Labour Convention, the 1999 Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, the 1949
Migration for Employment Convention, the 1975 Migrant Workers Convention, the 2006
Maritime Labour Convention, and the 2011 Domestic Workers Convention). For a brief
description of this treaty, see Global Migration Group, supra note 105; Virginia Leary, Labor
Migration, in MIGRATION AND INTERNATIONAL LEGAL NORMS 227 (T.A. Aleinikoff & V.
Chetail, eds., 2003).
108 International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and
Members of their Families, Dec. 18 1990, 2220 U.N.T.S. 3; see also Status of Ratification
Interactive Dashboard, supra note 99 (Cambodia is a signatory and Indonesia and the
Philippines are parties to the Migrant Workers Convention). For a brief description of the
Convention, see United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization,
InternationalMigration Convention, available at http://www.unesco.org/new/en/social-andhuman-sciences/themes/intemational-migration/intemationa-migration-convention/.
109 See Ramji-Nogales, supra note 25.
110 ForcedLabour Convention, 1930 (No. 29), June 28,1930, 320 U.N.T.S. 291 (entered into
force Jan. 17, 1959); for ratifications, see ILO, Ratifications of C029-Forced Labour
Convention,
1930
(No.
29),
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB: 11300:0::NO: 11300:P 11300_INST
RUMENT_ID:312174:NO [https://perma.cc/F5BL-MWP3] (listing Brunei Darussalam as the
only Southeast Asian nation that is not a signatory to this convention).
"
Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, June 17, 1999, 2133 U.N.T.S. 161; for
ratifications, see ILO, Ratifications of C182- Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999
(No.182),
http://www.ilo.org/dyn/normlex/en/f?p=NORMLEXPUB: 11300:0::NO: 11300:P 11300_INST
RUMENTID:312327:NO [https://perma.cc/N4XP-BLC3].
112 International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, Nov. 1, 1974, 1184 U.N.T.S. 278
[hereinafter ICSOLAS]; for ratifications, see U.N. Treaty Series Online, International
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea, 1974: Ratifications and Accessions,
https://treaties.un.org/Pages/showDetails.aspx?objid=08000002800ec37f
[https://perma.cc/X52V-86MF].
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Law of the Sea. 113 These treaties mandate that states parties require ships
flying their flag to assist people in distress at sea to the extent they are able
without endangering their own ship. 114 It also requires that coastal states,
which include all of Southeast Asia, create arrangements with other states in
their region to rescue people in distress at sea near their coasts. 115 Indonesia,
Singapore, and Vietnam are also parties to the International Convention on
Maritime Search and Rescue, which contains similar obligations relating to
search and rescue.1 16 But the law of the sea has its limits; nothing in the law7
of the sea determines where migrants rescued at sea should be disembarked." 1
Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand's refusal to disembark migrants from
Myanmar last summer presents a distressing example of the consequences of
this treaty gap.
Southeast Asian nations have been eager to sign onto transnational
criminal law treaties, but this enthusiasm should be regarded with some
caution. 118 Both the Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea
and Air (the Smuggling Protocol) and the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and
Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children (the

113 U.N. Convention on the Law of the Sea, Dec. 10, 1982, 1833 U.N.T.S. [hereinafter
UNCLOS]; for ratifications, see UN Division for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea,
Chronological lists of ratificationsof accessions and successions to the Convention and the
Agreements,
related
http://www.un.org/depts/los/referencefiles/chronologicallists-of ratifications.htm
[https://perma.cc/YT9Y-VWB4] (Brunei, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam have ratified UNCLOS; Cambodia signed in 1983 but has
not ratified.)
114 ICSOLAS, supra note 112, at Annex, Chapter V, Regulation 33(1); UNCLOS, supra
note 113, at art. 98(1)(b). For further analysis, see GALLAGHER & DAVID, supra note 23, at
84-85.
115 ICSOLAS, supra note 112, at reg. V/7.
116 International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue Annex chapter 1, para. 1.3.3.

and chapter 2, Apr. 27, 1979, 1405 U.N.T.S. 119. For further analysis, see GALLAGHER &
DAvID, supra note 23, at 85-86.
117 Natalie Klein, Assessing Australia'sPush Back the Boats Policy under International
Law: Legality andAccountabilityfor MaritimeInterceptions of IrregularMigrants, 15 MELB.
J. INT'L L. 414, 427-28 (2014); Joanne van Selm & Betsy Cooper, The New "Boat People"
Ensuring Safety and Determining Status, MIGRATION POLICY INSTITUTE 36 (2005); see also
Frederick J. Kenney, Jr. & Vasilios Tasikas, The Tampa Incident: IMO Perspectives and
Responses on the Treatment of PersonsRescued at Sea, 12 PAC. RiM L. & POL'Y J. 143, 15659 (2003) (discussing the law of the sea prior to most recent revisions to Maritime Search and
Rescue Convention).
118 Thanks to Jennifer Chacon for raising this point with a reminder that law is violence on
paper.
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Trafficking Protocol), supplementing the United Nations Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime, perhaps unsurprisingly offer a carceral
approach to migration governance. 1 19 The Smuggling Protocol, which
requires that states parties prevent and combat smuggling while protecting the
rights of smuggled people, has been ratified by five Southeast Asian
nations. 120 The Trafficking Protocol, which requires that member states
criminalize trafficking and take comprehensive measures to prevent 12and
combat trafficking, counts nine of ten Southeast Asian nations as parties. 1
In terms of binding multilateral treaties, a simple assessment of
membership in the Refugee Convention paints a misleading picture when it
comes to Southeast Asia. This section demonstrates that countries in the
region are parties to numerous treaties governing migration. Perhaps more
importantly, as discussed further below, this law, both binding and nonbinding, has been leveraged by civil society in Southeast Asia in interesting
ways.
b. Regional Law
Similarly, regional law in Southeast Asia concerning migration is
generally nonbinding but civil society has played an important role in
leveraging these legal frameworks to improve the situation of migrants in the
region.
One of the earliest regional migration agreements, the 1966 Bangkok
119 See GALLAGHER & DAVID, supra note 23, at 363, 366, 439. Protocol against the
Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air, supplementing the UN Convention against
Transnational Organized Crime, opened for signature Dec. 12, 2000, 2241 U.N.T.S. 507
(entered into force Jan. 28, 2004); Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in
Persons, Especially Women and Children, supplementing the United Nations Convention
against Transnational Organized Crime, opened for signature Dec. 12, 2000, 2237 U.N.T.S.
319 (entered into force Dec. 25, 2003); see also UN Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime, openedfor signatureDec. 12, 2000, 2225 U.N.T.S. 209 (entered into force
Sept. 29, 2003).
120 Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air, supplementing the
United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, Nov. 15, 2000, 2241
U.N.T.S. 507 (status at Aug. 23, 2016) (confirming that Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Myanmar,
and the Philippines are parties to the Smuggling Protocol; Thailand has signed but not ratified
the protocol).
12 Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and
Children, supplementing the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized
Crime, Nov. 15, 2000, 2237 U.N.T.S. 319 (status at Aug. 23, 2016) (confirming that Cambodia,
Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam are parties to
the Trafficking Protocol).
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Principles on the Status and Treatment of Refugees (the Bangkok Principles),
includes six of the ten Southeast Asian nations. 122 The Bangkok Principles,
which are nonbinding, were promulgated by the Asian-African Legal
Consultative Organization, which counts as its members most of the major
Asian and African nations. 123 This ambitious agreement, updated in 2001,
extends the refugee definition to include gender, color, and ethnic origin as
bases for persecution beyond the five grounds created by the UN Refugee
Convention. 124 The Bangkok Principles also broaden the refugee definition
beyond individually targeted persecution to include external aggression,
occupation, and foreign domination. 125 Perhaps most radically, the agreement
includes the right to asylum, which is not included in the Refugee Convention
and found only as an aspirational goal of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. Finally, the Bangkok Principles discuss an important gap left open by
the Refugee Convention-how nations should share responsibility for refugee
protection. 126 The agreement emphasizes international solidarity and
cooperation. 127 Though the Bangkok Principles do not create any binding

122 Asian-African Legal Consultative Organization, Final Text of the AALCO's 1966
Bangkok Principles on Status and Treatment of Refugees (June 24, 2001),
http://www.aalco.int/Final%20text%20of/2OBangkok%2OPrinciples.pdf
[http://perma.cc/3G8Y-FPLL] (confirming the Southeast Asian signatory nations are Brunei,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, Singapore, Thailand).
123 The Asian-African Legal Consultative Organization includes 46 member states, 23 of
whom are not party to the Refugee Convention. Merrill Smith, The Bangkok Principleson the
Status and

Treatment of Refugees,

TUMBLR:

RIGHTS

IN EXILE

(Dec.

3,

2011),

http://rightsinexile.tumblr.com/post/13676403836/the-bangkok-principles-on-the-status-andtreatment [http://perma.cc/7BJD-FT53] [hereinafterBangkok Principles]. For alist of member
states, which comprise "almost all the major" Asian and African nations, see ASIAN-AFRiCAN
LEGAL

CONSULTATIVE

ORG.

(AALCO),

Member

States,

AALCO.INT,

http://www.aalco.int/scripts/view-posting.asp?recordid=3
(last visited Nov. 12, 2016)
[http://perma.cc/7VGC-3C82].
124 Bangkok Principles, supra note 122, at art. 1; cf Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees, supra note 2, at art. 1(A)(2) (listing race, religion, nationality, political opinion, and
particular social group as grounds for protection).
125 This approach parallels the definitions provided by African and Latin American regional
agreements. See OAU Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in
Africa art. 1(2), adopted Sept. 10, 1969, 14691 U.N.T.S. 45; Colloquium on the International
Protection of Refugees in Central America, Mexico and Panama, CartagenaDeclarationon
Refugees, at Art. 1(3) (Nov. 1984).
126 For a thorough discussion of this problem, see Tendayi Achiume, Syria, Cost-Sharing,
and the Responsibility to Protect Refugees, 100 MINN. L. REv. 175 (2015).
127 Final Text of the AALCO's 1966 Bangkok Principles on Status and Treatment of
Refugees, supra note 122, at art. VIII.
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legal obligations, they offer some evidence of state commitment
to soft law
12 8
principles that can be leveraged by civil society groups.
The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)'s Human Rights
Declaration (the Declaration), another nonbinding agreement signed by all
member states in 2012, contains several progressive provisions relating to
migrants. In describing the subjects of the Treaty, the Declaration contains
more protective language than the major multilateral human rights treaties,
explicitly noting that the rights of migrant workers "are an inalienable, integral
and indivisible part of human rights and fundamental freedoms." 129 The
agreement provides the right to freedom of movement to "every person," in
contrast with the more restrictive "everyone lawfully in the territory" found in
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.130 The agreement
also includes a right to seek and receive asylum, found rarely in multilateral
treaties, though the right is limited insofar as it may be exercised only "in
accordance with the laws [of the receiving state] and applicable international
agreements." 131 Finally, the agreement contains a right to be free from human
smuggling and trafficking, which is again not explicitly delineated in the
major multilateral human rights instruments. 132 The Declaration has been
criticized for derogations relating to national security and national and
regional norms, 133 and of course is limited by its nonbinding nature. Yet it
offers food for thought and interesting new approaches to migration
governance. As the ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on Human
Rights cements and expands its role, it may be able to rely on the Declaration
in a variety of ways,34 from leveraging its language to pursuing a binding human
1
rights agreement.

The Bangkok Principles on the Status and Treatment of Refugees, supra note 123.
ASEAN Human Rights Declaration art. 4, Nov. 18, 2012, available at
http://aichr.org/documents/; see also Ramji-Nogales, supra note 25, at 730-33.
130 ASEAN Human Rights Declaration, supra note 129, at art. 15; cf ICCPR, supra note
100, at art. 12(1). See Jaya Ramji-Nogales, Freedom of Movement and Undocumented
Migrants, 11-12 TEXAS INT'L L. J. (forthcoming 2016).
131 ASEAN Human Rights Declaration, supra note 129, at art. 16.
132 Id. at art. 13.
128

129

133

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION RULE OF LAW INITIATIVE, TI

ASEAN HuMAN RGHTS

DECLARATION: A LEGAL ANALYSIS 7-8, 15-22 (2014).
134
The ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights was established in 2009,
under Article 14 of the ASEAN Charter. The AICHR, which drafted the ASEAN Declaration
on Human Rights, is described in greater detail in AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION RULE OF LAW
INITIATIVE, supra note 133; ASEAN Secretariat, ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on
Human Rights: What You Need to Know (2d, 2014).
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ASEAN has also begun to address questions of regional migration and
has offered as-yet-unfulfilled promises for future efforts. The ASEAN
Economic Community, which came into effect at the end of 2015, creates
opportunities for the free flow of goods, services (skilled labor), investment,
and freer flow of capital. 135 The Economic Community agreement,
unfortunately, does not address movements of low-skilled workers, though the
inclusion of skilled-labor migrants may be a helpful starting point towards an
agreement around less skilled workers. Moreover, the demographics of the
region, such as Thailand's aging population and resulting labor shortage, will
increasingly depend on regional migrant work.
ASEAN does have nonbinding law on low-skilled migration in the form
of the 2008 Declaration on the Protection and Promotion of Rights of Migrant
Workers.1 36 This agreement suggests that migrant-receiving states should
"intensify efforts to protect fundamental human rights of migrant workers,"
but has no enforcement mechanism. 137 Still, like the Bangkok Principles, the
ASEAN Migrant Workers Declaration includes numerous ambitious and
creative ideas for addressing migration. Notably, it suggests that ASEAN
should facilitate data sharing, promote capacity building, protect migrant
workers in conflict or crisis and develop an ASEAN instrument on the rights
of migrant workers. 3 8 The document itself also contains signs of resistance,
with Malaysia demanding full sovereignty with respect to migration policies.
Civil society organizations took up the suggestion of an instrument on the
rights of migrant workers, and drafted the ASEAN Framework Instrument on
the Protection and Promotion of Rights of Migrant Workers. Developed
through a process of eight national consultations and seven regional
consultations, the Task Force on ASEAN Migrant Workers formally proposed
this agreement to the ASEAN Secretariat in May 2009.139 The Task Force
used strong language to introduce the Framework, declaring that "Migrant
workers are human beings with rights, and ASEAN Member States are
obligated to protect [the rights of] all migrants, regardless of their legal
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status." 14 0 The Migrant Workers Framework propounds principles of human
rights and labor rights, incorporating the core labor standards of the
International Labor Organization. 14 1 It is another fertile source of creative
and practical approaches to protecting migrants, suggesting pre-departure
training systems and programs, accreditation, and regulation to oversee
recruitment agencies and systems of protection in migrant-receiving
countries.1 42 Unfortunately, the process of creating a binding treaty has been
stalled as migrant-receiving states resist the protections demanded by migrantsending states. 14 3 The extant drafts and agreements provide a fertile starting
point for migrant-sending states and144civil society to engage in a concerted
strategy to push for a binding treaty.
ASEAN also hosts annual fora on Migrant Labor that "recommend...
measures to promote and protect rights and address specific vulnerabilities
of... migrant workers."' 145 This is yet another source of nonbinding
standards that hold promise for international legal regulation of migration.
Among other ideas, these fora have explored standard employment contracts
under national laws with input from countries of origin and migrant workers
associations; allocating resources towards labor inspections; occupational
safety and health trainings; protection mechanisms and resource centers; and
model recruitment policies. 14 6 While these discussions do not bind any of the
participants, they offer practical guidance that civil society groups and others
can leverage to improve the situation of migrants in the region.
The ASEAN Framework Agreement on Services is yet another potential
point of entry for regional migration coordination, though the progress on
labor mobility has been slow. 147 Mutual recognition arrangements (MRAs)-Id. at 10.
Id. at 17, 38.
142 Id. at 22-27, 29-31, 33-35.
143 Abdulkadir Jailani, The Need for an ASEAN Treaty on Migrant Workers: Breaking the
deadlock between sendingand receivingstates is vital if human rights are to be protected,THE
140

141
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144 See, e.g. Ramji-Nogales, supra note 25, at 751-62.
145 The 7th ASEAN Forum on Migrant Labour, Recommendations (Nov. 20-21, 2014).
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147 ASEAN Framework Agreement on Services, Dec. 15, 1995, available at
http://investasean.asean.org/files/upload/Doc%2008%20-%20AFAS.pdf; Protocol to Amend
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essentially bilateral agreements-are the main route for high-skilled labor
under this regional framework. MRAs have been established for engineering,
nursing, architecture, surveying, medicine, dentistry, accountancy, and
tourism professionals. 14 8 The Framework Agreement on Services is
supported by the nascent ASEAN qualifications reference framework, which
enables parties to compare qualifications across member states, offering
coherent benchmarks for national qualifications frameworks. 14 9 This regional
approach to resolving credentialing questions for migrants is quite innovative,
and the larger framework offers potential for extension to low-skilled work.
Finally, in 2015, the ASEAN member nations signed a Convention
Against Trafficking in Persons. 150 The treaty exemplifies a criminalization
approach to trafficking, including mandating higher penalties for aggravating
circumstances as well as specific penalties for participation in an "organized
criminal group," laundering "proceeds of crime," and corruption. 15 1 The
Convention also establishes expansive jurisdiction for organized crimes and
laundering proceeds of crimes, including crimes committed outside national
52
territory "with a view to commission of a serious crime within its territory."'
Apart from mandating these criminalization efforts, the treaty expands
cooperation in investigating and prosecuting trafficking, including provisions
on mutual legal assistance, extradition, law enforcement cooperation, and
confiscation of crime proceeds. 153 The treaty, which has been ratified by
Cambodia and Singapore, awaits four more ratifications before it enters into
1 54
force.
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1. Regional Processes and Organizations

The legal instruments relating to migration in Southeast Asia are of
course simply words on paper until they are put to work by regional processes
and organizations, which include both state-based institutions and civilsociety actors. The former illustrate the limitations of regional approaches
from the perspective
of migration protection while the latter offer tremendous
155
promise.
Perhaps the best-known regional organization is the Bali Process,
formally known as the Conference on People Smuggling, Trafficking in
Persons and Related Transnational Crime. 156 All of the Southeast Asian
nations are members of the Bali Process, which grew out of a Regional
Cooperation Process led by the International Organization for Migration, as
well as a bilateral agreement between Australia and Indonesia that enabled
refugee processing in Indonesia. 157 The Bali Process is dominated 158
by
Australia, which aims to export its migration approach to Southeast Asia.
One scholar has described the process as characterized by limited actors and
narrow discourse, 159 while others critique it as an externalization of
Australia's borders. 160
The dialogue is led by states, and perhaps
unsurprisingly presents a national security approach that avoids human rights
language. The Bali Process is focused on irregular migration and the refugee
"problem," and emphasizes the responsibility of member states to prevent
flows of asylum seekers to Australia.
http://learning.asean.org/news/cambodia-singapore-deposit-instrument-of-ratification-of-theasean-convention-against-trafficking-in-persons-41882.html [http://perma.cc/WJ5C-YVUJB];
ASEAN Convention Against Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, supra
note 150, at art. 29.
155 For a more detailed discussion of the promise of regional processes to protect the rights
of migrants, see Lesley Wexler, The Non-Legal Role of InternationalHuman Rights Law in
Addressing Immigration,2007 U. OF Cm-.LEGAL F. 359 (2007).
156
About the Bali Process, THE BALI PROCESS, http://www.baliprocess.net/
[http://perma.cc/8FTB-TFEE].
157
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13, 31-32 (Angus Francis & Rowena Maguire eds., 2013).
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Both ASEAN and the Bali Process have been criticized for their failure
to engage with the stranded migrants in the Bay of Bengal in 2015.161 Ad hoc
regional efforts played a far more important role in addressing that situation.
Drawing on its role as ASEAN chair, Malaysia called a meeting of the
Indonesian, Malaysian, and Thai foreign ministers on May 20, 2015.162 Just
over a week later, on May 29, the Royal Thai Government convened a Special
Meeting on Irregular Migration in the Indian Ocean, which included twenty
governments from the region and beyond, as well as four international
organizations. 163 Resettlement of migrants from the region was a thorny
issue, with Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand insisting that no migrants
should remain in their countries-in other words, demanding that they should
all be resettled. 164 Progress was made in several areas, with the Philippines
and Indonesia agreeing to host processing centers, the United States pledging
to lead a multi-country resettlement initiative, and other nations pledging
humanitarian funds. 165 Calling everyone's bluff, the tiny nation of Gambia
offered to resettle all of the 8000 migrants stranded at sea in the Bay of Bengal,
citing to obligations of humanity generally and specifically religious duties to
assist fellow Muslims. 166 Though extending protection based on the religion
of the migrant raises obvious concerns, it is important to remember that faith
traditions underlying local norms encourage the protection of the vulnerable
67
and welcoming the stranger. 1
There are several regional civil society organizations that have become
influential players in the dialogue around migration in Southeast Asia. 168 The
most prominent is the Asia Pacific Refugee Rights Network (APRRN), which
describes itself as an umbrella group for civil society organizations committed
161 Newland, supranote 10, at 11.
Id.
163 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Thailand, Summary: Special Meeting on
162
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to advancing refugee rights in Asia Pacific region. 169 Established in 2008,
APRRN counts 135 organizations throughout Asia as members. 170 APRRN
engages in advocacy (both general and on specific issues and cases), capacity
building, and information sharing. It explicitly aims to "generate a position
outside that set by states" and defines itself as a regional actor attempting to
convince states within the region to uphold international refugee law. 171 Two
other organizations, the Migrant Forum in Asia and CARAM Asia
(Coordination of Action Research on AIDS and Mobility), have influenced
migration policy at the national, regional, and global levels. These groups
leverage UN treaty bodies, such as the United Nations Committee on the
Protection of Migrant Workers, to pressure Southeast Asian nations to uphold
migrants' rights. 172 Finally, the Asia Dialogue on Forced Migration is a forum
that convenes government, NGOs, policy and academic institutions, and
international organizations to promote regional cooperation around forced
migration. 173 This group engaged effectively with the Bali Process to ensure
further analysis of the situation in the Bay of Bengal in 2015 "to draw lessons
improvements, including
learned and work to implement necessary
174
contingency planning and preparedness."'
It is important to remember that civil-society organizations working on
behalf of migrants are neither democratic nor representative 175 and therefore
should be viewed as part of a process of democratization of rights rather than
as a permanent solution.17 6 These groups can be most effective at promoting
concepts of migrant rights and protection within a locally accessible
normative framework, thereby minimizing the ability of political elites to
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reject these ideas as "Western imposed" or otherwise illegitimate.' 7 7 In other
words, civil society can embed these concepts in the local, creating legitimacy
and momentum to enshrine
migrant protections in national and regional law,
178
policy, and governance.
2. South Korea's Regional Option
Somewhere between a regional organization and a bilateral agreement
sits the Republic of Korea's Employment Permit System, offering 179
an
innovative approach that meets labor needs and protects migrants' rights.
In response to shortages in low-wage workers in the mid-1990s, South Korea
established a program to train low-skilled migrants in the country for up to
two years. 180 In 2004, the government replaced that program with the
Employment Permit System, which ensures equal protection of migrant
workers' labor rights through a carefully designed process.' 8 1 In their home
countries, which include six ASEAN member states, workers register their
interests and employment background to be selected for the program. 182 Once
they are through this first round, the workers take a Korean language test and
undergo a medical evaluation. Registered employers in Korea then extend
employment offers, issuing contracts before the migrant workers depart their
home country. 183 Under the program, migrant workers can be employed for
up to four years and ten months. In some cases, the contract may be renewed
once. 184 While on the job, workers receive support and advice from Korea's
Human Resources Development Service. 185 Since 2004, six Southeast Asian
nations have sent nearly 300,000 workers to Korea, which constitutes almost
70 percent of total participation in the program. 186 This program has
successfully reduced the costs of migration, the incidence of overdue wages
187
and accidents and has improved hours and conditions for migrant workers.
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It also tells an alternate story to the human-rights-exceptionalism trope that
characterizes much of the discussion of human rights in Asia.
c. BilateralAgreements
Bilateral migration agreements in Southeast Asia present a less inspiring
story. Australia has concluded several binding bilateral treaties that aim at
migration control or cooperative non-entree, or instruments specifically aimed
In July 2011, Australia entered into
at sending asylum seekers elsewhere.'
for
the
exchange
of asylum seekers intercepted
with
Malaysia
an arrangement
or arrived by boat with recognized refugees awaiting resettlement. 8' 9 Within
weeks, the High Court of Australia struck down this agreement as inconsistent
190
with Australia's international obligations under the Refugee Convention.
In 2014, Australia entered into another agreement, this time with Cambodia,
to resettle asylum seekers intercepted at sea. 19 1 The bilateral treaty faced
substantial criticism from the UN High Commissioner for Refugees and civil
society organizations for the secrecy of negotiations, the lack of clarity in
logistical and financial details and the lack of safeguards to protect the rights
of refugees. 192 But the harshest critique came in implementing the policy:
188
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after spending 40 million dollars to fund the program, only six refugees
volunteered to leave Nauru for Cambodia. 193 Australia has also entered into
bilateral agreements with Indonesia focused on capacity building for criminal
law enforcement. Through these agreements, Australia has funded a training
center on the disruption of people smuggling networks and placed CBP
officers in Indonesia. 194
Southeast Asian nations have also entered into bilateral agreements with
each other concerning migration governance. Indonesia and Malaysia
demonstrate an iterative process of treaty making and amendment provoked
by domestic and international constituencies.
Facing criticism from
Indonesians and international NGOs in the early 2000s, the Indonesian
government engaged the Malaysian government in an effort to improve
working conditions and pay for documented migrant workers. The outcome
was a 2004 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that required Malaysian
employers to contract directly with licensed Indonesian labor recruiting
agencies, established pre-departure training and increased wages.1 95 In 2006,
another MOU was concluded, regulating domestic workers' terms of
references abroad and establishing competency-based training and assessment
and skills certification.1 96 Three years later, responding to a series of abuses
against Indonesian migrant domestic workers in Malaysia, the Indonesian
government prohibited further recruitment for jobs in Malaysia pending the
establishment of protections for those workers. 197 Faced with a shortage of

http://www.kaldorcentre.unsw.edu.au/publication/cambodia-agreement
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193
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1 98
domestic workers, Malaysia had no option but to negotiate with Indonesia.
In May 2011, Indonesia and Malaysia amended their existing MOU to provide
further rights to domestic workers, including a weekly day off and the right to
keep their own passports. 199 Though the amendment falls short in important
areas, including the failure to set a minimum wage and to revise recruitment
fee structures, the process of agreement and amendment demonstrates
can employ to
strategies that migrant-sending countries and their constituents
200
influence the content of bilateral migration agreements.
Moreover, in Southeast Asia, bilateral agreements have been used to
regularize undocumented migrants. In the early 2000s, Thailand entered into
Memoranda of Understanding on Cooperation in Employment of Workers
with Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar to manage the cross-border movement
of low-skilled migrants. 20 1 These MOUs detail the regularization process for
undocumented workers resident in Thailand and facilitate the movement of
legal migrant workers. 20 2 Though the program has failed to reach many
undocumented migrants, especially from Myanmar, it has had some
successes. 20 3 In Cambodia, the MOU led to the creation of an association of
migrant labor recruitment agencies and a standard contract to be used by these
agencies and migrant workers. In Laos, it led to a long-term strategic plan for
work force development, including the protection of Lao migrant workers
abroad and foreign migrant workers in Laos.2 04 Thailand worked to improve
the nationality verification process to enable the regularization of

198
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undocumented workers from Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar. Training
workshops and written guidance enabled migrant workers to defend their
rights in court and to work with provincial labor offices in Thailand.2 °5
Despite the flaws of the programs, they demonstrate the relative power of
migrant-sending states and of bilateral treaties in Southeast Asia; it is hard to
imagine a regularization process in Australia, Europe, or the United States
conducted pursuant to a bilateral treaty with a migrant-sending state.
d. NationalLaws
National legal frameworks governing migration in Southeast Asia are,
like the region, diverse. Some migrant-receiving nations offer little protection
to migrants. Others are extraordinarily generous in the provision of benefits
to migrants; these might be held up, in civil society advocacy efforts, as
models for the region and the world. Moreover, Southeast Asia provides a
global model for how domestic constituencies can leverage national laws to
protect migrants abroad.
Singapore presents the least promising story, perhaps unsurprisingly, as
a migrant-receiving state. It provides no social security coverage to any of its
1.3 million temporary migrant workers, i.e., those without permanent
residence. 20 6 Moreover, Singapore's migrant domestic workers are not
eligible for protection under its employment laws. 20 7 Malaysia, as both a
migrant-receiving and sending state, is somewhat more generous. It provides
some forms of social security to migrant workers, but does not offer medical
care. 20820Migrant children are not permitted to enroll in public school.20 9
Thailand, on the other hand, as a mixed receiving and sending state, is
quite protective of migrant workers under domestic law. Thailand offers a
health protection scheme that covers all migrants, including undocumented
migrants and refugees. 2 10 Its 1998 Labor Protection Act applies to all migrant
205 Id.
206
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workers, regardless of status, and requires humane working conditions
including limits on hours worked, equal pay for men and women, and
prohibition of sexual harassment. 2 11 Migrant workers are eligible for all forms
of social security. 2 12 The children of immigrants are eligible for public
education. 2 13 The story is not all cheery, particularly when it comes to migrant
domestic workers, who are not covered under Thai laws establishing limits on
working hours, minimum wages, social security, or maternity leave. 2 14 And
while the laws in practice do not always live up to the protections provided on
paper, Thai laws set a high standard for the treatment of migrant workers.
Southeast Asia also offers the example of a highly effective effort to
leverage domestic laws to protect migrants abroad. The Philippines, primarily
a migrant-sending state, has long been a model of this approach. In response
to organized and sustained advocacy campaigns by family members of
migrants facing mistreatment in the workplace, the Philippines established
three government offices charged with protecting its workers abroad. One
office oversees temporary employment in foreign countries, regulating the
licensing and accreditation of recruitment agencies. 215 This office mandates
that overseas workers receive an employment contract detailing terms and
conditions of work and limits the countries where Filipino workers can seek
employment to those that have implemented legal rights protections and
effective enforcement mechanisms for labor migrants. Before workers travel
abroad, the office educates workers about their rights. These programs are
targeted to migrants with work authorization, but play an important role in
preventing Filipino migrant workers from becoming undocumented. A
second office provides a range of assistance to Filipino workers overseas,
including insurance and health care services, education, training, legal
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assistance, housing, cultural orientation, and psychological counseling. 2 16 In
addition, a third office provides legal advice and support to migrants
abroad.2 17 Again, the Southeast Asian region offers an innovative model of
migration governance, this one through domestic legal avenues.
CONCLUSION: THE VIEW FROM UNDER THE CANOPY

While Southeast Asian nations are often castigated for not being a party
to the Refugee Convention, the view from under the canopy reveals a dense,
complex, and innovative web of laws governing migration in the region.
States in the region have ratified several other multilateral treaties relating to
migration, from the law of the sea to the Migrant Workers' Convention, which
can be leveraged by a variety of actors to influence state behavior.
Beyond hard law, Southeast Asia is a rich source of ideas when it comes
to supranational migration governance. While Indonesia and Malaysia's
approach to the Rohingya migrants stranded at sea should be condemned,
calling the bluff of the developed world to resettle or repatriate 7000 migrants
is an interesting exercise of power that might be wielded in the future. More
promising, Southeast Asia showcases alternative forms of regionalism led by
non-state actors, civil society and transnational social movements. 2 18 These
players can invoke international law, both binding and non-binding as
authoritative and use it to name and shame actors who mistreat migrants. Even
ASEAN presents a forum to leverage support from the international
community.
Southeast Asia might also be conceptualized as a regional laboratory of
migration law, where good and bad ideas play out. In terms of labor
migration, South Korea presents an innovative example of meeting labor
needs and protecting migrants. Southeast Asia also offers interesting
possibilities of circular migration through the engagement of diaspora, reverse
brain drain, capacity and capital building. Policies that promote remittances
and return could do the same around the world. Southeast Asia also shows
that bad ideas can fail at the regional level. The failure of the extraordinarily
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expensive Australia-Cambodia agreement may be more damning than of all
the human rights protests. The region offers examples of how migrantsending states can leverage their power to create bilateral agreements with
migrant-receiving states that protect workers' rights. Finally, Southeast Asia
provides a reminder that national law can be employed both as a model to
pressure other states to improve their practices as well as an effective
protection mechanism for nationals working abroad. The question of whether
these protective domestic laws will be enforced looms large, but even with
limited enforcement, the region demonstrates substantial dynamism in
addition to diversity and complexity.
The concept of "under the canopy" has yet another meaning, offering a
reminder that the world is a complex and diverse place, and attempts at topdown governance through multilateral treaties may not be the most successful
approach to address migration in the global South.21 9 Most Southeast Asian
nations are not signatories to the Refugee Convention, but that does not mean
that local value systems support the mistreatment of migrants. 220 Regional
migration governance offers the possibility of drawing on local and regional
norms and practices to contest the criminalization/securitization approach to
migration. Without regional input, local elites interested in their own power
may be able to leverage international law to their own ends. But if migration
22 1
law is grounded in the local, it will be much harder to reject as illegitimate.
In short, it is imperative to look under the canopy to develop migration
governance in Southeast Asia and beyond.
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